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ARTIST:  MICHELLE BARNES   |   JPMS™ ARTIST, GERMANY
STARTING LEVELS:  7 (NEW GROWTH)   |  9 (MIDLENGTHS AND ENDS) 

COLOR FORMULAS  
& TECHNIQUE

The weightless texture and clean, uniform lines of  
this technique both embrace and challenge the  
natural force of gravity. The artists incorporated  
dusty blue tones peeking out from beneath platinum  
blonde to create complexity and dimension in this  
light-as-air look.

*The use of 5 volume Paul Mitchell® Cream Developer was an artistic choice outside of recommended guidelines. 

1 oz. (30 ml/g) 
Color XG® 
UTP (/86) 

!  oz. (15 ml/g)  
Color XG®

10AA (10/11) 

1 oz. (30 ml/g) 
Color XG® 

10P (10/86) 

!" (1.5 cm)
Color XG® 
9V (9/6) 

1 pea size 
Blue  

Intensifier
(/88)

1 oz. (30 ml/g)
Color XG® 
8AA (8/11)  

!  oz. (15 ml/g) 
Color XG® 

10PA (10/81) 

1" (3 cm)
Color XG® 
9V (9/6) 

1 Scoop
Skylight® 

1.5 oz. (45 ml/g)
5 volume

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer* 

1.5 oz. (45 ml/g)
5 volume

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer*

!  oz. (15 ml/g) 
5 volume

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer*   

2 oz. (60 ml/g)
5 volume

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer*

GRAVITY

PLATINUM CARD  
RETOUCH

 + 

1 Scoop
Dual-Purpose 

Lightener

2 oz. (60 ml/g)
20 volume

Paul Mitchell®  
Cream Developer

BEFORE



1. Working in fine sections, begin in the nape with the 
platinum card retouch while taking diagonal-back  
partings. Continue this way up to the crown, then  
transition to vertical sections in the front using the  
Dual-Purpose Lightener mixture.

2. While the platinum card retouch is processing, 
apply the Skylight® mixture to mid-lengths and ends.  
This will provide a gentle, soft lightening while  
enhancing the hair texture for the end result. 

3. Process until level 10 is achieved and rinse well. 
Shampoo with Paul Mitchell® Color Protect® Post Color  
Shampoo and condition. Dry hair for Step Two. 

1. Begin shadowing the roots in the nape using 
Formula 1. Apply the formula to the base and  
extend the application out 2.5 inches down the  
hair shaft.

2.  In this bottom triangular section, comb the  
formula out to provide strong “gravity” at the 
base. For the rest of the head, apply Formula 1  
at the base and only extend out ½ inch. 

3.  Move to the front hairline/fringe. In 3  
diagonal-back sections on each side of the 
fringe, apply Formulas 2 and 3 in horizontal 
shadings and place in foils. You may alternate 
these two formulas in each diagonal 
slice to give more dimension. 

4.  Color the remaining hair using Formula 2.  
Process for a full 20-25 minutes and rinse  
thoroughly. Shampoo with Paul Mitchell® Color 
Protect® Post Color Shampoo and condition with 
Forever Blonde® Conditioner. 

STEP ONE

COLOR

STEP TWO



ARTIST:  MARCO IAFRATE   

1. Cut the hair to one length using a curved section, combing 
the hair to 0 degrees in comb and cutting a baseline square  
line. Continue taking these curved sections up the back of the 
head until you reach the parietal ridge, curving into the 
sideburns on both sides. 

2. Next, begin layering by elevating the hair 90 degrees at the 
parietal ridge. Comb the hair straight out, over-direct each  
section to the previous, and cut parallel to that section. 

3. In a top triangular section in the front, elevate hair 90 
degrees from the hairline and over-direct toward the front. 
Point cut a straight line. All sections over-direct to the center 
stationary guide. 

4. Last, cut a fringe that is shorter in the center and slightly 
 longer toward the recession points/temples on both sides.

• Paul Mitchell® Awapuhi Moisture Mist®

• Paul Mitchell® Sculpting Foam™

• Neuro® Halo Hair Dryer
• Paul Mitchell® Invisiblewear® Undone Texture Spray
• Neuro™ Finish 

STYLE  
& FINISH

CUT


